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1.  Introduction

This report covers the work done in support of the DARPA Information Technology Office pro-
gram in computer networking. Contributors to this effort include Prof. David L. Mills and gradu-
ate students Qoing Li and Tamal Basu. The project continues previous research in network time
synchronization technology jointly funded by DARPA and US Navy. The technology makes use
of the Network Time Protocol (NTP), widely used in the Internet, together with engineered modi-
fications designed to improve accuracy in high speed networks. Specific applications benefiting
from this research include multicast topologies, multimedia, real-time conferencing, crypto-
graphic systems, and management of distributed, real-time systems.

This quarterly report is submitted in traditional report form on paper. As the transition to web-
based information dissemination of research results continues, almost all status information and
progress reporting is now on the web, either on pages belonging to the principal investigator or to
his students. Accordingly, this and future progress reports will contain primarily schedule and
milestone data; current status and research results are reported on web pages at
www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills in the form of papers, technical reports and specific briefings.

2.  Autokey

The main focus of work during the last quarter continued to be the implementation, test and
deployment of the Autokey public-key cryptographic authentication scheme in NTP Version 4.
The Autokey protocol design is summarized on the web status page and briefing slides at
www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/autokey.htm. These documents have been updated to the current state
of the security model and authentication scheme. As of late March, the Autokey design had been
implemented, tested and deployed at selected sites in CAIRN. There were several unanticipated
problems in this deployment which were discussed in the last quarterly progress report.

The most significant problem in the deployment was the need to distribute public keys and agree-
ment parameters in advance. In the scheme first deployed, the private and public values were gen-
erated on each server separately and then the public values were transmitted to all clients using
conventional file transfer services. When a client discovered a server, the client searched for the
matching public key and, if found, validated the server. In a large network where clients are dis-
covering servers and changing allegiances all the time, this is silly.

Accordingly, the autokey protocol was redesigned so that the public values could be retrieved as
an integral function of the protocol. However, this feature widens the knotholes that could be
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exploited by an intruder. A good deal of time was spent recrafting protocol details, in particular
the intricate details on how to timestamp various quantities and order the checking and signature
computations to harden the client and server against an attack on cryptographic clogging. A series
of tests was conducted using local servers and clients, as well as the core routers in the CAIRN
testbed. The core routers are equipped with GPS radios and nanosecond kernels, so extremely
precise time determinations can be made in order to calibrate the that might be introduced by the
cryptographic operations.

The situation in late June is that the cycle of analyzing possible security vulnerabilities, especially
in replay and clogging attacks on the public-key infrastructure of the protocol is winding down. A
set of assertions has been developed and documented that have narrowed the attack space vulner-
abilities to small and well known boundaries. It does not seem possible to eliminate the vulnera-
bility space completely, since to do so makes the protocol very unresponsive when keying
material is refreshed. However, what space that does remain is in the initial acquisition of the
cryptographic values such as public key, host name and agreement parameters. Once these have
been acquired and the protocol states completed to the point the authentic bit is set, the protocol is
extremely hard to jam.

One of the things added in the latest protocol enhancement was the use of filestamps. Crypto-
graphic keys and agreement parameters are generated in the form of files that are later loaded by
the running protocol or transported over the network. It is necessary to reliably order the gener-
ated versions, since the files are regularly regenerated and old data deprecated by new data. For
convenience, it is desirable that the generation identifier of each file be available without scanning
its contents. The solution is to append the seconds value of the NTP timestamp at the time of cre-
ation. When the file is loaded, the fielstamp is parsed and attached to the data. Thereafter, as the
data is distributed on request to other clients and peers, the filestamp follows the data. In addition,
a timestamp is captured at the time the data are signed, in order to deflect replay attacks.

The filestamps and timestamps serve as a partial order relation in order to securely establish the
validity of timestamped data and the original files from which the data derives. This makes it very
difficult to attack the network by topological cut-and-paste, for instance. It also makes it very dif-
ficult to attack the key generation process by replaying old public keys, for example

In order to provide a basis for discussion and to pin down the security model assumptions and
assertions, a technical report on the initial autokey protocol and algorithms has been prepared.
The process of eventually standardizing version 1 of the protocol has begun with the production
of an Internet Draft, which has been submitted to the IETF for discussion and comment. The doc-
ument includes a semiformal description of the protocol state machine, transition functions and
state variables. It also contains a discussion of the security model and protocol variations, called
dances, that apply in each of the NTP association modes. While developed and first applied to
NTP, there seems to be no reason why the same technology could be applied to other protocols
where the autokey PDU is piggybacked on an existing protocol. The DNS protocols come imme-
diately to mind.

2.1  Future Plans

The latest enhancements of the autokey protocol and algorithms provide for a completely auto-
matic generation, transmission, installation and validation of public keys and agreement parame-
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ters. However, there are unique public keys for each server in the network and they are never
reused. On the other hand, agreement parameters (and the leapsecond table) are common to all
servers and clients. Currently, a set of Diffie-Hellman parameters is generated each time the key
generation program is run, but only one set must be distributed in the network. The same is true
for the leapsecond table, but that table is generated by NIST and distributed from their NTP and
FTP servers. For completely automatic version management, a distributed protocol is needed to
disseminate these data while insuring only the latest filestamps survive and all older data reliably
deprecated.

Candidate algorithms that can be used to perform this function are known and can be incorporated
in the protocol. However, this is a relatively low priority task at this time due to a more pressing
need to move on to the autoconfigure issues. The state of the autoconfigure algorithms is currently
near deployable status, but crucial components need to be implemented. The most important com-
ponent is a mechanism to prevent implosion when a number of servers receive a manycast request
from a client. The present plan is to use a p-persistence algorithm with properties similar to the
algorithms sometimes used in slotted-Aloha networks. Work on this approach is to continue dur-
ing the next quarter.

3.  Infrastructure

The CAIRN core routers have been upgraded to FreeBSD 3.4 with nanokernel support and the
API interface defined in a recent RFC. The latest NTPv4 software with autokey has been
deployed and a suitable peering configuration established. As configured, the system has six
mutually independent peers, which should provide for one Byzantine failure plus two fail-stop
failures. In other words, even if one radio turns Albanian (two-faced clock) and two routers fail-
stop, a sufficient number of radios/routers remain to elect an authentic source. Since NTP sym-
metric modes are used throughout, the flow of synchronization is bidirectional, depending on the
best source (smallest synchronization distance) remaining.

There are a few other NTPv4 stories in the infrastructure news. One is that NIST has begun to
convert their public time servers to NTPv4, including the autokey and leapsecond table functions.
In fact, NIST has adopted the same filestamp convention used in autokey, which means that soon
any NTP server running on the UTC timescale can in principle run on atomic time (TAI) as well.
This will please the folks at the Canadian Metrology office, who have requested the feature.

It has been observed over the years that deploying NTP over the globe has something of the thrill
of an amateur radio operator working Pitcairn Island for the first time. At first the goal was to
deploy the NTP subnet throughout the US and then western Europe. That accomplished, the next
goal was to avoid the Sun ever setting on NTP and then to avoid even getting close to the horizon.
That accomplished, the next goal was to deploy on every continent and the Pacific Rim, South
America and Africa have followed. We have needed the last continent.

Antarctica has now been heard from. We how move on to the Interplanetary Internet.

4.  Publications

All publications, including journal articles, symposium papers, technical reports and memoranda
are now on the web at www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills. Links to the several publication lists are avail-
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able on that page, as well as links to all project descriptions, status reports and briefings. All pub-
lications are available in PostScript and PDF formats. Briefings are available in HTML,
PostScript, PDF and PowerPoint. The project descriptions are cross-indexed so that the various
interrelationships are clearly evident. Also included are the documentation pages for various pub-
lic software distributions. Links to other related projects at Delaware and elsewhere are also
included on the various pages. Hopefully, the organization of these pages, which amount to a total
of about 300 megabytes of information pages and reference documents, will allow quick access to
the latest results and project status in a timely way.

Following is a retrospective list of papers and reports supported wholly or in part on this project
and the immediately preceding project “Scalable, High Speed, Internet Time Synchronization,”
DARPA Order D012. The complete text of all papers and reports, as well as project briefings, sta-
tus reports and supporting materials is at www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills.
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